1.7 ROOF TILE ACCESSORIES

RIDGE LINE “LARGE BENT TILE” STYLE:

RIDGE LINE:

Coppo SanMarco, Coppo Veneto 45, Coppo Veneto 50

C10, TAC, Portoghese, Marsigliese, Cedar
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RIDGE END
FOR LARGE BARREL TILE
It closes and refines
the ridge line.

LARGE BARREL TILE
Ridge tile, suitable
for level or sloping
ridge lines.
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DOUBLE RIDGE CROWN
Changes overlap
direction on ridge,
making it possible to
use the same end to
finish all ridge lines.
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RIDGE
Ridge tile, suitable
for level or sloping
ridge lines.
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RIDGE END
It aesthetically caps
the ridge line and
prevents birds from
nesting.
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2, 3, 4, WAY CROSS RIDGE FOR LARGE BENT TILE
It connects ridge lines where pitches cross.

2, 3, 4, WAY CROSS RIDGE FOR RIDGE
It connects ridge lines where pitches cross.
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UNDER RIDGE TILE
Fills empty spaces
between tiles under
the ridge. Prevents water
infiltration, bird nesting,
mold and condensation.
Dry laid.
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VENTILATION TILE
Facilitates roof
ventilation for
temperature control
and moisture
discharge.
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CHIMNEY BASE
AND FLUE
Tile devised to fit
the chimney base.
Matches perfectly
with the rest of
the roof.
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DOUBLE WAVE
It refines the left
side of the roof
pitch, making tile
cutting unnecessary.

10

LEFT AND RIGHT
They aesthetically
finish the roof edge
without need for
metal flashing.

1.8 ROOF TILE ACCESSORIES
Functional accessories
4. VENTILATED RIDGE SYSTEM: ALU ROLL 40

1. VENTILATED EAVES SYSTEM
>
>
>

>
>
>

Suitable for all the profiles
Efficient air flow
Easy to lay

5. VENTILATED RIDGE SYSTEM: ALU RIGID

2. UNDERLAY MEMBRANES
>
>

>
>
>
>

DRY TEX. Non-breathable roofing underlay membrane
WIND TEX. Air open and vapour-permeable membrane

3. INSULATION SYSTEM
>
>

EPS insulating board with integrated metal batten for tiles fixing and ventilation
Available also in EPS+GRAFITE and reflecting membrane
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Ventilation system for horizontal and sloping ridges
Stiff central body with air grates
Pleated strips in varnished aluminium and butyl adhesive, for enhanced impermeability
Ideal for wooden roofs with air space, quick installation, maintenance free

6. TILE CLIPS
>

1

Ventilation system for horizontal and sloping ridges
All aluminium, with pleated strips and butyl adhesive, for enhanced impermeability
Ideal for wooden roofs with air space, quick installation, maintenance free

For fixing tiles and barrel tiles on the support battens
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FIXING CLIP INSTRUCTIONS

a)

clip for cover tiles

b)

clip for cover tiles with hole

c) clip 455002 for curved
interlocking tiles

d) clip 409002 for curved and flat
interlocking tiles

e) clip 436A02 for curved and flat
interlocking tiles

f) clip 416001 for curved and flat
interlocking tiles

